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Observation of Three-Photon Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger Entanglement
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We present the experimental observation of polarization entanglement for three spatially sep
photons. Such states of more than two entangled particles, known as Greenberger-Horne-Ze
(GHZ) states, play a crucial role in fundamental tests of quantum mechanics versus local realism
in many quantum information and quantum computation schemes. Our experimental arrangem
such that we start with two pairs of entangled photons and register the photons in a way tha
information as to which pair each photon belongs to is erased. After detecting a trigger photon
registered events at the detectors for the remaining three photons exhibit the desired GHZ correl
[S0031-9007(98)08348-3]

PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz, 03.67.–a, 42.50.Ar
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Since the seminal work of Einstein, Podolsky, an
Rosen [1], there has been a quest for generating entan
ment between quantum particles. Although two-partic
entanglements have long been demonstrated experim
tally [2,3], the preparation of entanglement between thr
or more particles remains an experimental challenge. P
posals have been made for experiments with photons
and atoms [5], and three nuclear spins within a single mo
ecule have been prepared such that they locally exhi
three-particle correlations [6]. However, until now ther
has been no experiment which demonstrates the existe
of entanglement of more than two spatially separate
particles. Here we report the experimental observati
of polarization entanglement of three spatially separat
photons.

The original motivation to prepare three-particle en
tanglements stems from the observation by Greenberg
Horne, and Zeilinger (GHZ) that entanglement of mor
than two particles leads to a conflict with local realism fo
nonstatistical predictions of quantum mechanics [7]. Th
is in contrast to the case of experiments with two enta
gled particles testing Bell’s inequalities, where the confli
only arises for statistical predictions [8].

The incentive to produce GHZ states has been sign
cantly increased by the advance of the fields of quantu
communication and quantum information processing. E
tanglement between several particles is the most import
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feature of many such quantum communication and co
putation protocols [9,10].

The experiment described here is based on techniq
that have been developed for our previous experime
on quantum teleportation [11] and entanglement swapp
[12]. In fact, one of the main complications in thos
experiments, namely, the creation of two pairs of photo
by a single source, is here turned into a virtue.

The main idea, as was put forward in Ref. [4], is t
transform two pairs of polarization entangled photons in
three entangled photons and a fourth independent pho
In our experiment the GHZ entanglement is observ
only under the condition that both the trigger photon an
the three entangled photons are actually detected. Th
detection plays the double role of both projecting into th
GHZ state and performing a specific measurement on
state. This, we submit, in practice will not be a seve
limitation because, on the one hand, in any realistic sche
one always has losses, and information is only obtain
if the photons are actually observed, as, for instance,
third-man quantum cryptography. On the other han
many applications explicitly use specific measureme
results. For example, the GHZ argument for testing loc
realism is based on detection events, and knowledge of
underlying quantum state is not even necessary.

Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of our experimen
tal setup. Pairs of polarization entangled photons a
© 1999 The American Physical Society 1345
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup for th
demomstration of the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger entang
ment for spatially separated photons. Conditioned on the reg
tration of one photon at the trigger detector T, the thre
photons registered at D1, D2, and D3 exhibit the desired GHZ
correlations.

generated by a short pulse of ultraviolet (UV) ligh
(ø200 fs, l  394 nm from a frequency-doubled, mode
locked Ti-sapphire laser), which passes through a nonl
ear crystal (here,b-barium-borate, BBO). The probability
per pulse to create a single pair in the desired modes,
lected by irises, about 1.5 mm wide and 25 cm behind t
crystal, is low and of the order of a few1024. The pair
creation is such that the following polarization entangle
state is obtained [3]:

1
p

2
sjHlajV lb 2 jV lajHlbd . (1)

This state indicates a superposition of the possibility th
the photon in arma is horizontally polarized and the
one in armb is vertically polarizedsjHlajV lbd, and the
opposite possibilitysjV lajHlbd. The minus sign indicates
that there is a fixed phase difference ofp between the two
possibilities. For our GHZ experiment this phase factor
actually allowed to have any value, as long as it is fixe
for all pair creations.

The setup is such that arma continues towards a
polarizing beam splitter, whereV photons are reflected
andH photons are transmitted towards detector T (behi
an interference filterdl  4.6 nm at 788 nm). Armb
continues towards a50y50 polarization-independent beam
splitter. From each beam splitter, one output is direct
to a final polarizing beam splitter. In between the tw
polarizing beam splitters, vertical polarization is rotated
45± polarization using aly2 plate. The remaining three
output arms continue through interference filterssdl 
3.6 nmd and single-mode fibers towards the single-photo
detectors D1, D2, and D3. Including filter losses, coupling
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into single-mode fibers, and the Si-avalanche detect
efficiency, the total collection and detection probability o
a photon is about 10%.

Consider now the case thattwo pairs are generated by a
single UV pulse, and that the four photons are all detecte
one by each detector T,D1, D2, and D3. Our claim is
that, by the coincident detection of the four photons an
because of the brief duration of the UV pulse and th
narrowness of the filters, one can conclude that a thre
photon GHZ state has been recorded by detectors D1, D2,
and D3. The reasoning is as follows. When a fourfold
coincidence recording is obtained, one photon in patha
must have been horizontally polarized and detected by t
trigger detector T. Its companion photon in pathb must
then be vertically polarized, and it has a 50% chance
be transmitted by the beam splitter (see Fig. 1) toward
detector D3 and a 50% chance to be reflected by the bea
splitter towards the final polarizing beam splitter, wher
it will be reflected to D2. Consider the first possibility,
i.e., the companion of the photon detected at T is detect
by D3 and necessarily carried polarizationV . Then the
counts at detectors D1 and D2 were due to a second pair,
one photon traveling via patha and the other one via path
b. The photon traveling via patha must necessarily beV
polarized in order to be reflected by the polarizing beam
splitter in patha; thus its companion, taking pathb, must
be H polarized and, after reflection at the beam spliter i
pathb, it will be transmitted by the final polarizing beam
splitter and arrive at detector D1. The photon detected by
D2 therefore must beH polarized since it came via patha
and had to transit the last polarizing beam splitter. No
that this latter photon wasV polarized but after passing
the ly2 plate it became polarized at45± which gave it a
50% chance to arrive as anH polarized photon at detector
D2. Thus we conclude that, if the photon detected b
D3 is the companion of the T photon, the coincidenc
detection by D1, D2, and D3 then corresponds to the
detection of the state

jHl1jHl2jV l3 . (2)

By a similar argument one can show that, if the photo
detected by D2 is the companion of the T photon, the
coincidence detection by D1, D2, and D3 corresponds to
the detection of the state

jV l1jV l2jHl3 . (3)

In general, the two possible states (2) and (3), co
responding to a fourfold coincidence recording, will no
form a coherent superposition, i.e., a GHZ state, becau
they could, in principle, be distinguishable. Besides th
possible lack of mode overlap at the detectors, the e
act detection time of each photon can reveal which sta
is present. For example, state (2) is identified by no
ing that T and D3, or D1 and D2, fire nearly simultane-
ously. To erase this information it is necessary that th
coherence time of the photons is substantially longer tha
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the duration of the UV pulse (approximately 200 fs) [13
We achieved this by detecting the photons behind na
row bandwidth filters which yields a coherence time o
approximately 500 fs. Thus, the possibility to distinguis
between states (2) and (3) is no longer present, and, b
basic rule of quantum mechanics, the state detected b
coincidence recording of D1, D2, and D3, conditioned on
the trigger T, is the quantum superposition

1
p

2
sjHl1jHl2jV l3 1 jV l1jV l2jHl3d , (4)

which is a GHZ state [14].
The plus sign in Eq. (4) follows from the following

more formal derivation. Consider two down-conversion
producing the product state

1
2 sjHlajV lb 2 jV lajHlbd sjHl0

ajV l0
b 2 jV l0

ajHl0
bd . (5)

Initially, we assume that the componentsjHla,b andjV la,b
created in one down-conversion might be distinguishab
from the componentsjHl0

a,b and jV l0
a,b created in the

other one. The evolution of the individual componen
of state (5) through the apparatus towards the detectors
D1, D2, and D3 is given by

jHla ! jHlT , (6)

jV lb !
1

p
2

sjV l2 1 jV l3d , (7)

jV la !
1

p
2

sjV l1 1 jHl2d , (8)

jHlb !
1

p
2

sjHl1 1 jHl3d . (9)

Identical expressions hold for the primed componen
Inserting these expressions into state (5) and restricti
ourselves to those terms where only one photon is fou
in each output we obtain, after normalization,

1
2 hjHlT sjHl0

1jHl0
2jV l3 1 jV l0

1jV l2jHl0
3d

1 jHl0
T sjHl1jHl2jV l0

3 1 jV l1jV l0
2jHl3dj .

(10)

If now the experiment is performed such that the photo
states from the two down-conversions are indistinguis
able, we finally obtain the desired state

1
p

2
jHlT sjHl1jHl2jV l3 1 jV l1jV l2jHl3d . (11)

Note that the total photon state produced by our setup, i.
the state before detection, also contains terms in which,
example, two photons enter the same detector. In additi
the total state contains contributions from single down
conversions. The fourfold coincidence detection acts
a projection measurement onto the desired GHZ state (1
and filters out these undesirable terms. The efficiency f
one UV pump pulse to yield such a fourfold coincidenc
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detection is very low (of the order of10210). Fortunately,
7.6 3 107 UV pulses are generated per second, whi
yields about one double pair creation and detection per 1
seconds, which is just enough to perform our experime
[15]. Triple pair creations can be completely neglecte
since they can give rise to a fourfold coincidence detecti
only about once each day.

To experimentally demonstrate that GHZ entangl
ment has been obtained by the method described abo
we first verified that, conditioned on a photon dete
tion by the trigger T, both theH1H2V3 and theV1V2H3
components can be observed, but no others. This w
done by comparing the count rates of the eight pos
ble combinations of polarization measurements,H1H2H3,
H1H2V3, . . . , V1V2V3. The observed intensity ratio be-
tween the desired and undesired states was 12:1. E
tence of the two terms as just demonstrated is a necess
but not yet sufficient condition for demonstrating GHZ
entanglement. In fact, there could, in principle, be just
statistical mixture of those two states. Therefore, one h
to prove that the two terms coherently superpose. T
we did by a measurement of linear polarization of photo
1 along 145±, bisecting theH and V directions. Such
a measurement projects photon 1 into the superposit
j145±l1  1

p
2

sjHl1 1 jV l1d, implying that the state (11)
is projected into

1
p

2
jHlT j145±l1sjHl2jV l3 1 jV l2jHl3d . (12)

Thus photons 2 and 3 end up entangled as predicted
der the notion of “entangled entanglement” [16]. Rewri
ing the state of photons 2 and 3 in the45± basis results in
the state

1
p

2
sj145±l2j145±l3 2 j245±l2j245±l3d , (13)

which implies that if photon 2 is found to be polar
ized along 245± (or along 145±), photon 3 is polar-
ized along the same direction. The absence of the ter
j145±l2j245±l3 and j245±l2j145±l3 is due to destruc-
tive interference and thus indicates the desired coher
superposition of the terms in the GHZ state (11). The e
periment therefore consisted of measuring fourfold coinc
dences between the detector T, detector 1 behind a145±

polarizer, detector 2 behind a245± polarizer, and mea-
suring photon 3 behind either a145± polarizer or a245±

polarizer. In the experiment, the difference in arrival tim
of the photons at the final polarizer or, more specificall
at the detectors D1 and D2 was varied.

The data points in Fig. 2(a) are the experimental resu
obtained for the polarization analysis of the photon at D3,
conditioned on the trigger and on detection of two photo
polarized at 45± and 245± by the two detectors D1
and D2, respectively. The two curves show the fourfol
coincidences for a polarizer oriented at245± (squares)
1347
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FIG. 2. Experimental confirmation of GHZ entanglemen
Graph (a) shows the results obtained for polarization analysis
the photon at D3, conditioned on the trigger, and the detectio
of one photon at D1 polarized at 45± and one photon at
detector D2 polarized at 245±. The two curves show the
fourfold coincidences for a polarizer oriented at245± and45±,
respectively, in front of detector D3 as a function of the spatial
delay in patha. The difference between the two curves at ze
delay confirms the GHZ entanglement. By comparison [gra
(b)] no such intensity difference is predicted if the polarizer i
front of detector D1 is set at0±. Error bars are given by the
square root of the coincidence counts.

and145± (circles) in front of detector D3 as a function of
the spatial delay in patha. From the two curves it follows
that for zero delay the polarization of the photon at D3
is oriented along245±, in accordance with the quantum
mechanical predictions for the GHZ state. For nonze
delay, the photons traveling via patha towards the second
polarizing beam splitter and those traveling via pathb
become distinguishable. Therefore increasing the de
gradually destroys the quantum superposition in the thre
particle state.

Note that one can equally well conclude from th
data that, at zero delay, the photons at D1 and D3 have
been projected onto a two-particle entangled state by
projection of the photon at D2 onto245±. The two conclu-
sions are only compatible for a genuine GHZ state. W
note that the observed visibility was as high as 75% [17

For an additional confirmation of state (11) we pe
formed measurements conditioned on the detection
the photon at D1 under 0± polarization (i.e., V po-
larization). For the GHZ states1y

p
2d sjHl1jHl2jV l3 1

jV l1jV l2jHl3d this implies that the remaining two photon
should be in the statejV l2jHl3 which cannot give rise to
any correlation between these two photons in the45± de-
tection basis. The experimental results of these measu
ment are presented in Fig. 2(b). The data clearly indica
the absence of two-photon correlations and thereby co
firm our claim of the observation of GHZ entanglemen
between three spatially separated photons.

Although the extension from two to three entangled pa
ticles might seem to be only a modest step forward, the i
plications are rather profound. First, GHZ entanglemen
allow for novel tests of quantum mechanics versus loc
realistic models [7,18]. Second, three-particle GHZ stat
1348
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might find a direct application, for example, in third-ma
quantum cryptography. Third, the method developed
obtain three-particle entanglement from a source of pa
of entangled particles can be extended to obtain entan
ment between many more particles [19], which is the ba
of many quantum communication and computation pro
cols. Finally, we note that our experiment, together wi
our earlier realization of quantum teleportation [11] and e
tanglement swapping [12], provides necessary tools to i
plement a number of novel entanglement distribution a
network ideas as recently proposed [20].
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